A NEW WEBINAR SERIES

PUSH FOR PARITY: PRACTICAL TOOLS FOR EMERGING ARBITRATORS

BY THE ERA PLEDGE YOUNG PRACTITIONERS SUBCOMMITTEE (YPSC)

PANEL NO. 1: GETTING YOUR FIRST APPOINTMENT – INSIGHTS FROM INSTITUTIONS

This event is the first of our “Push for Parity” webinar series focused on launching your arbitrator career. Our online series offers honest conversation, concrete advice and answers to your hardest questions about succeeding as an arbitrator.

The ICCA Task Force on Gender Diversity’s July 2020 report found that the recent increase in gender diverse appointments is largely thanks to arbitral institutions’ efforts to appoint more women. In this first webinar, we will ask representatives from leading arbitral institutions to share their knowledge of their appointment processes. For example, how do you get noticed by institutions? What are some concrete steps that younger practitioners can take to try to secure their first appointment?

DATE/TIME:

Wednesday 23 September 2020
8am EDT • 1pm BST • 2pm CEST
3pm EAT • 8pm SGT

What is the ERA Pledge and the YPSC?

The ERA Pledge is an initiative to improve the profile and visibility of women and to help female arbitrators secure more appointments. In just four years of existence, more than 4,000 organisations and individuals have joined the Pledge and committed to its objectives. The YPSC pursues these objectives for the next generation.

RSVP HERE BY MONDAY 21 SEPTEMBER 2020

FEATUREING:

Delphine Ho, Registrar, Singapore International Arbitration Centre

Madeline Kimei, MCIArb, Founder and Principal Director, iResolve, and President, Tanzania Institute of Arbitrators

Dr Gabriele Ruscalla, Counsel, ICC International Court of Arbitration

Wing Shek, Senior Counsel, London Court of International Arbitration

Elizabeth Chan, Associate, Three Crowns, and YPSC Member

Caroline Croft, Associate, Squire Patton Boggs, and YPSC Member